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ABOUT US



Founded in 2011, Duphill Technical Solutions quickly became one of the leading
resin flooring application companies in Dubai, specialising in maintenance and
refurbishment works. With more than 10 years’ experience, Duphill has grown to
diversify and focus on four major business segments: Industrial, Decorative,
Hygienic and Sustainable flooring and wall application solutions. Each segment
is supported by our exceptional products and highly skilled team. Both factors
have contributed to building Duphill’s legacy in state of the art, long standing
and prominent projects. This has led to expanding our territory from Dubai to
now servicing customers all over the Middle East region. Our expert team have
many years of experience in delivering exceptional flooring and wall systems all
over the Middle East.

Recent projects include the Emirates Flight Catering Vertical Farm facility, Du
Telecom’s New Headquarters, various Jumeirah Hotels Group kitchens and over
25 Pavilions at Expo 2020. Our aim is to provide our clients with a bespoke and
highly competitive service. This process starts from consultation and
specification through to preparation and execution. Duphill uniquely offers an
after care and maintenance program to ensure optimum performance of the
applied finishes. We have close working relationships with all of the industries’
leading manufacturers. Reinforced with knowledge and expertise, this allows us
to provide our clients with the best specifications, solutions and standards
achievable.

ABOUT US



WHY DUPHILL



Duphill has a wide range of services that accommodate all our
customers’ needs – from Commercial, Residential, Industrial or Hygienic.
Duphills’ range of extensive quality finishes are suited to satisfy all needs
and uses.

We are the preferred applicator of choice in the region by the industry’s
global manufacturers. These long-standing relationships with trusted
international partners guarantee that application is cost and time efficient,
whilst maintaining the highest global quality standards. Whether off the
shelf or tailor made, Duphill starts every project by offering standard or
bespoke samples. Those are dedicated to precisely illustrate the desired
texture or finish.

Duphill has taken a stand within recent years to encourage an eco-
friendly approach to traditional construction practices. Our extensive
research of manufacturer selection has allowed us to recognise what
systems will contribute towards the tackling climate change in the highest
cost and time efficiency. Our selection of products continues to expand
as new developments are made in this field.

Duphill follows a strict quality assurance program. A customer
satisfaction survey is shared at the end of each project to measure client
satisfaction. Customer Satisfaction surveys provide an ideal opportunity
for continuous improvement.

WHY DUPHILL



OUR TEAM



• With a wealth of experience over a decade, we are proud to
have the highest staff retention rate in the industry. As a result
of this stability Duphill’s team have developed to become
skilled craftsmen across the segments we specialise in. Our
dedicated team takes pride in their work with a high level of
professionalism. Besides delivering the functional benefits of
our products, we meticulously apply finesse in aesthetics and
finishing to meet clients’ expectations.

• Our efficient project management approach ensures that each
project runs smoothly with minimal interruption and downtime
of our clients’ operations. With the customer being at the
center of Duphills’ focus, the entire Duphill team from Sales,
Operations, Technical, Customer Service and Finance all
collaborate to ensure the Duphill experience is seamless from
start to finish.

• Our unique combination of expertise and professionalism
coupled with a client centric project management approach
has led to continuous growth for Duphill and proven to be key
to our success.

OUR TEAM
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SERVICES



Decorative
Whether it is Microtopping®, 3D Epoxy floors, decorative 

Terrazzo or Polished Concrete, Duphill is your destination to 
satisfy your requirements.

Microtopping
Applied at just 3-4mm thickness, you can revive a pre-existing 

facility or give life to your new developments. This is concrete in 
its greatest form.

Hygienic
Whether the finish is smooth, semi-textured or anti-slip, whether 
it is a plain colour or decorative quartz encapsulated, Duphill has 

it all.

Organic Cork Solutions
Leading the crusade to more sustainable solutions, we offer a 

selection of cork based acoustic systems as well as decorative 
cork systems for your floors, walls or ceilings.

SPC & WPC Flooring
High quality, polymer based, wood flooring is uncommon within 

the middle east. SPC & WPC, perfect for commercial to 
residential. We have you covered.

Industrial
Industries today are concentrating on their workspaces to 

enhance productivity and support a more effective workplace. 
Our industrial products enhance efficiency to a new level.



DECORATIVE



www.duphill.com/microtopping/expo-2020-multiple-pavilions

Expo 2020 – Multiple Pavilions
Opening on 1st October 2021, Expo 2020 is set to be a tourist attraction for the millions of worldwide visitors to 
the city of Dubai. The international event, taking place every 5-10 years, has been introducing the new 
technologies and developments of each country for over 170 years, equipping the various regions with a platform 
to showcase the ideas and innovations that have shaped each country. The historical event has been previewing 
monumental discoveries such as Charles Baddage’s first mechanical computer back in the London Expo 1862, 
Alexander Graham Bell’s demonstration of the world’s first telephone and even the debut of popcorn and Heinz 
Ketchup in the Philadelphia Expo 1876.

With Dubai hosting the event, the features and new innovations are set to be groundbreaking, including the Al 
Wasl Plaza, the world’s largest unsupported dome. This centerpiece not only demonstrates the success of the 
event but also the accomplished made within the UAE, setting the tone of progress for the future. The highly 
anticipated event allows the world to share their visions of the future whilst enjoying the warm weather and 
breathtaking scenery of the city. Expo 2020 was previously scheduled to open in 2020 but due to covid-19 
restrictions, the event had to be pushed back to 2021.

We are immensely honored to have contributed to this iconic event. Our applications throughout the various 
pavilions are portraying exciting and aesthetically pleasing finishes whilst offering extreme durability and hygienic 
benefits that come from the various supreme finishes that we installed. From decorative resin floors through 
Nuvolato Architop floors and Microtopping walls, we have put our stamp on more than 20 pavilions throughout 
Expo 2020, each unique and creative in their own way.

Thanks to our motivated and professional workforce, each application will be appreciated by millions of attendees 
of this prestigious event, and we are delighted to support the many high-end contractors and designers to bring 
life to their ideas. Our team are not only craftsmen in their respective trades, but also their passionate attitude 
towards each project within Expo 2020 have assisted our clients in achieving the strict deadlines and matching the 
finishing requirements of each pavilion. The wide selection of solutions offered by Duphill allowed our clients to 
approach us with a variety of concepts specifically for their pavilions, which Duphill were able to accommodate 
with ease.  Duphill’s seamless service offering from start to finish contributed to the final results of the applications 
throughout the event pavilions.

This has given the numerous countries and companies an extra year to prepare their pavilions for the imminent 
crowds of visitors looking to absorb all the future defying creations that they have to offer and has allowed new 
ideas to be presented within each area.

Total Area Applied: Over 9,500m2

Client List: ISG Middle East, Al Tayer Stocks, Projex UAE, Acciona, Nijara, Marcoms, Arena 

Construction, Bluehaus Group, Archiplexus

Pavilions Completed: Comoros, Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, Djibouti, Grenada, Nigeria, Malawi, 

South Sudan, San Marino, Kenya, Myanmar, Zimbabwe, Talabat, Jamaica, Cyprus, Slovakia, UAE, 

Oman, Jordan, Sierra Leone, Seychelles, Cuba, Uganda, Sri Lanka, Djibouti, Mozambique

Systems Applied: Architop®, Microtopping®, Lixio +®, Sikafloor 264, Resufloor VF, Sikafloor 

CureHard 24



www.duphill.com/decorative/al-arabia-studios

Al Arabiya Studios

Launching in 2003, Al Arabiya has become an established household name known worldwide 
due to their highly viewed broadcasts and variety of news, sports and stock market programs. 
With Al Arabiya obtaining the title of “second most frequently watched channel in Saudi 
Arabia”, the quality of their studios in Dubai Media City rightfully deserve an outstanding finish, 
which is why Duphill Technical Solutions were selected to support MBC Group in bringing their 
flooring requirements to life.

Duphill’s 3D High Gloss Epoxy Flooring with artistic vinyl was selected for this project to 
achieve a creative, unique finish whilst also possessing vast functional purposes. Duphill’s 
material, different to normal painted vinyl flooring, offers depth to the design that was chosen 
by MBC and allows the studio floors to run seamless, making them immune to dirt, dust and 
water. With studios as grand as Al Arabiya, Duphill recognize that the flooring is crucial to the 
aesthetic of the broadcasts and our goal was to maintain a continuous, varnished look with 
great intentions of catching the viewers’ attention. The easy to clean 3D High Gloss Epoxy is 
also highly durable making it perfect for the Al Arabiya studio due to the ability to withstand 
vast amounts of traffic and heavy equipment.

Duphill’s highly qualified and experienced team of craftsman applied the 3D High Gloss Epoxy 
flooring in 3 weeks and created a breath-taking finish with extraordinary designs for MBC 
Group. Our team are honored to have their work of art visible to all the viewers of Al Arabiya 
worldwide with international recognition enhancing the legacy of Duphill Technical Solutions.

Completion Date: May 2020

Area Applied: 2,400 m2

Contractor: MBC Group

System: 3D High Gloss Epoxy Flooring



www.duphill.com/decorative/timeout-market

Time Out Market

Originating in 1968 as magazine publisher, Time Out was initially recognized for its one-sheet 
pamphlets and publishing of counter-culture articles surrounding alternative viewpoints on 
issues worldwide. The well-established magazine’s popularity saw a vast increase during the 
1990’s and since, Time Out has expanded its reach throughout 315 cities and 58 countries. 
With an audience established throughout the magazine market, Time Out explored new 
business ventures, and entered the food and beverage industry in 2014 with the “Time Out 
Market”, located in Lisbon. The high-end food market hosts 35 small restaurants, all providing 
their own unique cuisines and allowing their customers to choose their meals with ease. The 
great success of the Lisbon branch allowed Time Out to set up new branches in New York, 
London, Prague, Montreal and now, in Dubai.

Throughout the entire Time Out Market Dubai, our team of craftsmen were selected to provide 
a decorative polished concrete with a customised finish to meet the design requirements of the 
client. Our team worked closely with Dutco Tennant to enhance the aesthetic and provide a 
solution that promises longevity and easy maintenance. Starting with the application of the 
cementitious screed, our workforce placed each individual stone in a bespoke formation to 
keep the design consistent throughout the whole food market. Once applied, our team lightly 
polished the surface, exposing the custom aggregates and creating a smooth seamless 
surface. The flooring system is capable of withstanding the continuous foot traffic of the food 
market and the seamless, easy to clean, qualities will continue to benefit the staff members for 
years to come.

The Duphill team, with over 11 years of experience, have mastered all aspects of concrete. Be 
it cementitious screeds, decorative polished concrete or microcement applications, our team 
have obtained extensive knowledge of the material in all its forms to provide a seamless service 
from design to the execution of the project. It is a great pleasure to have our work displayed to 
such a wide audience and our finishes will continue to speak volumes throughout the 
refurbishment and new build industry. Completion Date: 2021

Area Coated: 2,800 m2

Client: Dutco Interiors

System: Polished Concrete



www.duphill.com/decorative/smart-salem

Smart Salem, DIFC

As part of Dubai Health Authority’s new innovative stride into transitioning numerous services 
to the digital realm, Smart Salem was created to introduce the UAE to the most cutting-edge 
smart technologies which will enable patients to access healthcare services with only a few 
keystrokes. The Dubai Health Authority and General Directorate of Residence and Foreigners 
have accredited it as a one-of-a-kind VIP service centre which offers medical fitness testing to 
support the obtaining of a United Arab Emirates residency visa. The facilities were made with a 
variety of technologies and artificial intelligence to become the fastest medical testing in the 
UAE with results being expected as early as just 30 minutes. The newest facility built is located 
in the Trade Centre, DIFC, and our workforce were greatly honoured to support the 
construction process.

To meet enhance the futuristic design created by Smart Salem, Duphill were specified to apply 
a variety of coloured Epoxy to the floor in a spiral shape throughout the entire facility. The 
seamless flooring solution, Sikafloor 263 SL, is perfect for public health care facilities as the 
surface is extremely easy to clean and vastly hard wearing at just 1.5 - 4 mm thickness. The 
glossy finish of each coloured Epoxy greatly compliments the surrounding finishes and lighting, 
making the facility well-lit and enticing upon arrival. Sikafloor 263 SL is a self-leveling solution 
that, when applied without experience, can risk mixing the colours during application. Our 
knowledgeable workforce recognised this risk and separated the dark, light and neutral grey 
toned Epoxy flooring with an aluminum trim, encouraging a fast turnaround and supporting the 
overall strength of the system.

With over a decade of experience, our team of craftsmen will always go the extra mile to 
ensure all solutions which are applied on site will guarantee longevity, low maintenance and 
overall customer satisfaction. We continue to exhibit our high ranking within the industry 
through our outstanding results and perfected methods of finish applications. Our workforce is 
always delighted to support our clients with achieving their dream finishes, especially greatly 
beneficial facilities such as Smart Salem. Completion Date: September 2022

Area Applied: 250 m2

Client: Kinnarps Project Solutions LLC (KPS)

System: Sikafloor 263 SL



MICROTOPPING



www.duphill.com/du-telecom-hq

Du Headquarters
Du, previously known as Emirates Integrated Telecommunications Company before rebranding in 2007, is 
one of the two main telecom operators within the United Arab Emirates. Priding themselves in 
impeccable broadband connectivity and outstanding customer service, Du have become a household 
name throughout the region and continue to demonstrate their mission of bringing people and 
businesses together through their ever-growing data hubs and extensive satellite broadcasters. The 
prestigious telecommunication company allows any resident or traveler of the UAE to stay connected 
with their wide collection of telephone data packages, TV and streaming plans and WIFI connectivity, 
ensuring that no matter where you are in the region, you are only a click away from your peers.

The consistent development of Du has led to the company receiving many awards, including the “Best 
Smart City Initiatives” award, and due to the continuous success of company, Du has encouraged an 
expansion of employees and new branches opening throughout the city. The newest development within 
Dubai Hills Business Park has been selected to become the headquarters for the company and it 
contains 6 floors of various staff departments and amenities for the employees to enjoy whilst taking a 
break from their work. The Duphill team worked closely with Bluehaus Group to produce a seamless 
specification for this high-value client and we were delighted to support the construction of this facility 
with our cutting-edge Microcement solutions.

Microtopping, supplied by our partners at Ideal Work, was specified for the flooring, walls and furniture 
due to its sleek, seamless finish and unique cloud effect. Applied at just 3-4mm thickness, Microtopping 
allowed us to achieve a contemporary concrete surface whilst surpassing the weight limitations of 
traditional concrete. Each components of Microtopping have been engineered to perfection and the 
polymer-based mixture allowed the surface to obtain the finish of the client’s choice whilst guaranteeing 
longevity due to the flexibility of the system and impenetrable polyurethane sealers. Microtopping offers 
endless colour and texture selections, encouraging stress-free specification choices and allowing our 
clients to have full creative control.

Each member of our workforce contributes greatly to the ever-growing success of Duphill and we are 
always delighted to support prestigious clients like Du with bringing their ideas to life. We continuously 
support our clients from the design stage to the execution stage of each projects in order to offer the 
best solution for their requirements.  It is always an honour to see our surfaces being used for such a 
prominent company in the region and we hope to see this unique finish continue to dominate the 
construction and new build market for years to come.

Completion Date: June 2022

Area Applied: 2,200 m2

Client: ISG Middle East

System: Microtopping®



www.duphill.com/microtopping/the-founders-office

The Founders Office

Established in 2017, The Founder’s Office was created to inspect all endeavors taking place as 
part of the Year of Zayed and is committed to heightening the late Sheikh Zayed’s stature as an 
emblem of patriotism and headlining his position as a prominent global leader. Consisting of a 
library, sound studio and an arts exhibition, The Founders Office continues to build the legacy 
of Sheikh Zayed and with an office of such great power and responsibility, Duphill were 
selected to apply their outstanding Microtopping® to create a unique desert-like aesthetic with 
a durable finish.

To ensure The Founders Office was a standout masterpiece, Microtopping® was selected. The 
creative opportunity of Microtopping® allows the client to experiment and achieve the precise 
finish they are looking for. The Founders Office was inspired by desert colors and by using 
Microtopping®, it allowed Duphill to create an authentic, clouded pattern for the floors and 
walls. Microtopping®, applied by trowel, is an unrepeatable beauty which can be applied to 
most surfaces due to its thin 3-4mm thickness. Whilst having visually appealing qualities the 
material is undoubtedly durable with the ability to withstand high traffic, perfect for The 
Founders Office and its many staff and visitors. Supplied by our partners at Ideal Work, 
Microtopping® is one of Duphill’s leading materials, which largely contributes to the legacy of 
Duphill.

Duphill’s team of experienced craftsmen were able to apply our remarkable Microtopping to 
2,255 m2 in 14 days and the results met all the aesthetic and durability requirements set by The 
Founders Office. Every project that Duphill carries out is supported by their valuable team with 
over 10 years’ experience. The result of Duphill’s application has made the Founders Office an 
easy to clean, seamless work environment with the ability to maintain its niche finish for years 
to come.

Completion Date: January 2020

Area Applied: Floors 2,055 m2, Walls 200m2

Client: Al Tayer Stocks

System: Microtopping®



www.duphill.com/microtopping/al-thuraya-tower-1

Al Thuraya Tower 1

Constructed in 2005, the Al Thuraya Tower has become a well-recognized landmark within 
Media City, Dubai. Standing at 28-storeys tall, the tower is home to 200+ shell-and-core offices 
and the prestigious skyscraper is the perfect location for business’ due to its central location 
and convenient Metro Stations nearby. The tower also accommodates numerous restaurants 
and cafes which are extremely popular within the community for their traditional taste of the 
local dishes throughout the region. Since the construction in 2005, Al Thuraya Tower has 
remained conventional with its interior designs and finishes, showcasing traditional tiles and 
vinyl flooring. The owners of the tower decided to take a leap into a more modernised, 
contemporary design to offer the tenants and visitors a new aesthetic to relish during their days 
in the office or restaurant visits.

Bluehaus Group were chosen to create the concepts for the renovation and with the ingenious 
ideas of their design team, the tower has now been given a new life with cutting-edge finishes 
throughout each floor of the tower. Microtopping, supplied by our partners at Ideal Work, was 
specified for the walls within the Reception Area, Thuraya Tower Hub (meeting and lunch area) 
and all 28 Lift Lobbies due to its ability to replicate the abstract designs that Bluehaus had 
created whilst obtaining a concrete finish and promising extreme durability. Due to the sleek 2-
3mm thickness, we were able to apply the Microtopping onto the previous surfaces, reducing 
site waste and encouraging a quick turnaround to meet the deadlines of the refurbishment. The 
seamless design throughout each selected area also allows the tenants and staff to clean each 
surface with ease, overall maintaining the decorative finish for years to come.

Our team worked closely with both clients throughout the design and execution stages to 
support the tight deadlines and achieve a breathtaking finish for the countless daily staff and 
visitors to appreciate. The dedication and precision that our workforce demonstrate during 
execution of each project is a grand factor to the success of our company.  The high-quality 
products we install will continue to exhibit beautiful finishes, no matter which surface they are 
applied to.

Completion Date: February 2022

Area Applied: 3,950 m2

Client: KPS & Bluehaus Group

System: Microtopping®



www.duphill.com/microtopping/ain-dubai

Ain Dubai
Ain Dubai, standing at a staggering height of 210m, is Dubai's newest, record-breaking 
landmark located on the Bluewaters Island. Showcasing Dubai's beautiful coastline and 
Dubai Marina's outstanding skyline, the gigantic Ferris wheel is set to be an attraction for 
the many visitors and residence of Dubai and we were honored to be a part of the 
construction process. With views of famous city landmarks such as the Burj Khalifa, Burj 
Al Arab and Palm Jumeirah, Ain Dubai is on route to be in high demand for residents and 
visitors of Dubai.

With the client requirements in mind, Microtopping® was the chosen solution for the 
columns within the Ain Dubai facility. Applying Ideal Work’s Microtopping®, Duphill’s team 
were able to create an eye-catching aesthetic, yet durable finish for the many visitors to 
appreciate upon arriving to the observation wheel. With a thickness of 3-4mm, the material 
can be applied to most vertical, horizontal and curved areas. With an array of options, the 
decision on colour and texture selected for the landmark was made with ease. The 
flexibility of the material allowed Duphill to achieve a cement-like look with a smooth finish, 
unique colour and seamless design. The material is also easy to clean and offers advanced 
UV protection to guarantee the maintenance of its final finish whilst being exposed to the 
sun throughout the extreme Dubai summers.

Duphill’s team of highly experienced craftsmen applied the Microtopping® to sixteen of 
the Ain Dubai columns and were truly honoured to have their work on display for the 
thousands of daily visitors of the attraction. With a team that take pride in every project, 
the results were guaranteed to meet the requirements for both aesthetic and durability 
purposes.

Completion Date: 2021

Area Applied: 1,285 m2

Client: Hyundai Engineering & Construction

System: Microtopping®



www.duphill.com/microtopping/rerotti-spa-wellness

Rerotti Spa & Wellness

The Els Club, renowned as “One of the finest golfing destinations in the Middle East”, is home 
to a beautiful 7,538-yard golf course, restaurants, conference areas and male/female hair 
salons. Designed by former US Open Championship winner, Ernie Els, the location is a prime 
attraction for competent golfers all the way to casual visitors looking to explore Ernie’s own 
diverse tastes throughout the various amenities. To accompany the Rerotti hair salons, The Els 
has begun developing the Rerotti Wellness & Spa area which will contain a collection of 
relaxation stations for the visitors to unwind after a long day on the golf course, with the steam 
bath, sauna, and masseuse facilities.

Duphill were thrilled to be a part of this project, since the entire area was specified as 
Microtopping®, a beautiful product and grand contribution to Duphill’s legacy. Supplied by our 
partners at Ideal Work, Microtopping® was chosen for its ability to create a modern concrete-
like finish whilst offering countless durability benefits, at just 3-4mm thickness. The material 
demonstrated its great flexibility as it was applied onto the curved ceiling, bathtub, 
countertops, flat ceiling, and floor. The final finish was a testimony to the beauty of the material, 
and the Duphill team were honoured to display our meticulous Microtopping application 
capabilities within this prestigious golfing destination. Due to the regular use of water within 
most spa areas, we also applied an additional Hydro-Defense sealer to withstand the 
consistent water on the surfaces. The sealer, also supplied by Ideal Work, gives the 
reassurance that the outstanding Microtopping® finish will not age and guarantees an easy to 
maintain, unrepeatable beauty despite being penetrated frequently by liquids.

Our team, all highly qualified with the products we apply, were able to create a breathtaking 
masterpiece within the spa area. With each member of the team paying great attention to detail 
and demonstrating their passion and dedication to delivering each project, the spa area has 
been transformed with a beautiful aesthetic and extremely durable surface for the numerous 
visitors of The Els to appreciate. Completion Date: August 2021

Area Applied: 32 m2

Client: The Wellness Technical Services LLC

System: Microtopping®



HYGIENIC



Situated near Al-Maktoum International Airport at Dubai World Central, the world’s biggest vertical farm 
has been built as part of a joint venture with Emirates Flight Catering and Crop One. This is an extremely 
important milestone for the Emirates Group and for the UAE as they heavily encourage sustainability with 
new technology with the objective to continue to boost Dubai’s position as a global innovation hub. The 
new vertical farm facility will cover over 12,000 sqm but have a production output equivalent to 900 acres 
of farmland. At full production, the facility will harvest three tons of high-quality vegetation and will use 
99% less water than regular outdoor crop fields. Due to the prime location of the facility, delivery from the 
farm to the point of consumption will be faster than ever, which will maintain the high nutritional value of 
the fresh products and reduce carbon emissions during the transportation process drastically.

As one of the world’s largest airline catering operations, Emirates Flight Catering (EKFC) is always looking 
for new innovations to support Dubai’s quest to reduce the environmental impact that comes with food 
preparation and delivery.  The search for new ways to improve productivity and service quality is 
constantly ongoing through various creative ideas. Introducing cutting-edge technology, EKFC have 
created their own supply chain of high quality and locally-sourced fresh vegetables, while significantly 
reducing their carbon footprint.  Duphill are extremely honoured to have supported this groundbreaking 
project that is highly beneficial for the future of the city and environment at large.

Our motivated team applied Sherwin Williams FasTop SL23 to 26,000m2 of the facility to support the 
hygiene standards of this prestigious project. FasTop SL23, applied at only 3mm thick, is an antimicrobial 
polyurethane cement self-levelling resin floor system which provides a heavy-duty finish, highly resistant 
against chemical substances, hot water and abrasion. The system is perfect for any food and beverage 
production areas and has been HACCP Certified and Campden BRI approved due to its extreme anti-
microbial qualities and food safe benefits. Due to its seamless application, FasTop SL23 is extremely easy 
to clean, reducing the chance of bacteria spreading, whilst meeting the hygiene requirements of the 
facility. The product is also able to withstand temperatures as low as -20 degrees Celsius and as high as 
80 degrees Celsius at just 3mm thick.

Our team are pleased to have made a contribution to the construction process of this innovative project 
and we hope this continues the momentum of environmental friendliness within the food processing 
industry. With each member of the team displaying their synergy throughout all of our projects, we were 
able to deliver to the project deadlines and work in tandem with the clients specific needs and requests 
during the process. During the applications, some days were proven to be more difficult than others but 
with our teams’ motivation and pride, we were able to conquer any challenges that came in our way.

www.duphill.com/hygienic/vertical-farm-ekfc

Vertical Farm – EKFC

Completion Date: February 2022

Area Applied: 26,000 m2

Client: Amana Steel Buildings Contracting LLC

System: Sherwin Williams FasTop SL23



www.duphill.com/hygienic/emirates-flight-catering-food-point

Emirates Flight Catering 

Food Point

Emirates Food Catering – Food Point, located in Dubai Investment Park, is a food production 
facility capable of catering for 52 million meals per year. The 10,000m2 facility is a one of the 
leaders in airline meal production from the Middle East to Europe. The extensive health and 
safety regulations allow every meal to leave the facility with the highest standard of food 
hygiene, whilst offering some of the best quality ingredients. The facility follows ISO, HACCP 
and ITCA (International Travel Catering Association) guidelines and any refurbishments to the 
facility would need to follow these guidelines, which is why Duphill’s Stonshield UTS was 
selected for this project.

Supplied by Duphill’s  partner Stonhard, Stonshield UTS was selected for the application. 
Duphill’s team, with over 10 years of experience in hygienic flooring, identified this would be 
the best suited flooring solution for this project for many reasons. Stonshield UTS has a offers 
numerous benefits for food production facilities including its antimicrobial and seamless 
surface, making it easy to clean and highly resistant to chemicals, high and low temperatures 
and heavy impacts.  With heavy equipment being placed on the surface, the material Duphill 
chose needed to guarantee longevity and Stonshield UTS was the perfect solution for these 
requirements. Stonshield UTS is also HACCP and ISO certified.

Our extensive range of high-performance systems supported by our dedicated team of 
specialists is what separates Duphill from the competition. The efficiency of the team allowed 
5,500m2 of the area to be covered by the Stonshield UTS in just 4 weeks. It was an honour to 
be able to contribute to the success of the Emirates Flight Catering’s leading food distribution 
centers the results of the flooring will speak volumes for years to come.

Completion Date: April 2020

Area Applied: 5,500m2

Client: EKFC (Emirates Flight Catering)

System: Stonshield UTS



www.duphill.com/hygienic/khalidiya-palace-rayhaan-by-rotana

Khalidiya Palace Rayhaan

by Rotana

Situated in The Corniche, a prime location within Abu Dhabi, The Khalidiya Palace Rayhaan by 
Rotana overlooks the beautiful shores of the Arabian Gulf and the city’s outstanding 
architecture, including the Emirates Palace and Etihad Towers. The prestigious city resort 
offers 443 elegant rooms and serviced apartments with modern designs which complement the 
values of the contemporary Arabian culture. Containing one of the city’s largest swimming 
pools and a 200-metre private beach, the resort is vastly popular within the Abu Dhabi 
community and with tourists who travel from all over the world to see the breathtaking sights of 
the capital city. With endless customers enjoying the international cuisines within the resort, the 
internal kitchens have high standards of hygiene, practicality, and design. For this reason, our 
workforce was selected to apply our hygienic flooring solution, FasTop SL45, to refurbish the 
busiest kitchen within the hotel resort.

Supplied by our partners, Sherwin Williams, FasTop SL45 was the chosen solution for this 
refurbishment to create a new, seamless surface within the kitchen which offers extreme 
resistance to chemicals, hot liquids and abrasion. The product is HACCP international certified
and Campden BRI approved, making it the perfect solution for the kitchen’s requirements. At 
just 4-5mm thick, the polyurethane cement resin floor system was applied onto the previous tile 
surface, reducing site waste and promising a fast turnaround to reduce the duration of closure 
for the kitchen area. FasTop SL45 also contains antimicrobial agents which reduce bacteria 
growth, complying with the standards of ISO 22196.

Our experienced workforce are always greatly pleased when applying our niche materials 
within prestigious establishments like this and supporting the transformation of hotel kitchens 
to provide a cleaner and more practical workspace for the staff members. The knowledge our 
team have obtained over the 11+ years of hygienic flooring applications is what separates us 
from our competitors, and we pride ourselves in the great quality surfaces we display 
throughout all of our projects.

Completion Date: September 2021

Area Applied: 100 m2

Client: Khalidiya Palace Rayhaan by Rotana

System: FasTop SL45



www.duphill.com/hygienic/facebook_headquarters

Facebook Headquarters

With Facebook being such a prominent global client, the expectation to deliver was 
high and it was therefore imperative to choose the right applicator, which is why KPS 
(the fit-out contractor) appointed Duphill Technical Solutions as their flooring specialist 
for Facebooks new Headquarters in Dubai Media City. With Duphills’ extensive 
experience in specifying and installing hygienic floors, it was not only an honor to work 
with such a prestigious global brand, but also an opportunity for Duphill to 
demonstrate how meticulous, efficient and dedicated the team are.

Sherwin Williams FasTop SL45 was specified for Facebook’s kitchens for many 
reasons. The 4-5mm thick flooring does not only provide a great aesthetic value but 
also the high chemical and temperature resistance that is offered by the flooring 
system, which was the perfect solution to Facebook’s kitchen requirements. FasTop 
SL45 is a non-taint, no odor polyurethane screed which improves indoor air quality 
with its low VOC and is in compliance with ISO 22196. It contains an antimicrobial 
agent that reduces bacterial growth on the surface by up to 99%. The system is also 
extremely durable and can handle high traffic and heavy loads, requiring  minimal 
maintenance and retaining its quality for over 10 years.

Duphill‘s team were able to apply FasTop SL45 to Facebook HQ’s kitchen floors over 
a 2-week period and the results were outstanding. Upon the request of the client, the 
flooring solution obtains a sleek flint look and offers a seamless, continuous surface, 
whilst also delivering a hygienic and exceptionally durable finish.

Completion Date: December 2020

Area Applied: 500 m2

Contractor: Kinnarps Project Solutions LLC (KPS)

System: FasTop SL45 – Sherwin Williams



www.duphill.com/projects/one-only-royal-mirage-the-palace

One & Only Royal Mirage 

The Palace

One & Only Royal Mirage, located minutes away from Dubai Marina, is home to a one-kilometer 
private beachfront, 65 acres of sensuous gardens and an array of accommodation, restaurants, 
and experiences for all ages to enjoy. Each room, a secluded retreat, gives the visitors the 
luxury of the exclusive hotel chain and the many activities within its premises whilst offering the 
perks of its prime location within the “City of Gold”, Dubai. With countless daily visitors, 
multiple restaurant kitchens are constantly bustling, and the quality of the areas need to reflect 
the hotel chains vast number of achievements and for that reason, Duphill were selected to 
refurbish The Palace kitchen.

With Sherwin Williams FasTop SL45 selected for the application, our team were ready to 
extensively transform the kitchen. The application began with the removal of the previous MMA 
(Methyl Methacrylate) flooring. Once the removal and preparation of the substrate was 
completed, we began to apply our material. FasTop SL45 was selected for its various unique 
finishes and durability, meeting the requirements of any kitchen with heavy counters and 
equipment. The seamless and incomparable antimicrobial qualities of the material allowed the 
One & Only kitchen to continue its normal busy routine with the reassurance that the flooring 
would not degrade over time and cause buildup of bacteria. SL45 is also an ISO 22196 
compliant, non-taint, no odor polyurethane screed which improves indoor air quality with its 
low VOC, making it the perfect choice for kitchens subject to frequent health & safety audits.

Our motivated, professional team of craftsmen were able to salvage the kitchen from the 
previous flooring issues and created a masterpiece along the way. The finished result of our 
work will be sure to maintain its practical benefits whilst offering a breath-taking aesthetic for 
years to come. Duphill were honored to be a part of this refurbishment project.

Completion Date: 2021

Area Applied: 670 m2

Client: One & Only Royal Mirage

System: FasTop SL45



ORGANIC CORK SOLUTIONS



www.duphill.com/american-school-of-dubai

American School of Dubai

The American School of Dubai (ASD) is a private, non-profit, international school that offers an 
American education to students in Pre-kindergarten through to Grade 12. Previously known as 
The Jumeirah American School (JAS), ASD was created in 1966 and is now located in the Al-
Barsha neighbourhood of Dubai, United Arab Emirates. The prestigious school strives to 
motivate each student with pursuing their goals and develop into an enthusiastic learner ready 
to adapt and participate in our rapidly changing world after education. The school is home to 
various amenities for the students to get active and develop their talents in sports such as 
basketball courts, tennis courts and two swimming pools for high school and elementary 
school students. Our workforce were delighted to support ASD with the removal of old and 
installation of new swimming pool decks for both of these areas.

The flooring system used for this renovation was Decork Design, a one-of-a-kind and 
environmentally friendly option provided by our partners at Diasen. Decork is the ideal material 
to meet ASD's criteria for both of the pool areas since it delivers exceptional waterproofing 
capabilities coupled with a slip-resistant surface when applied by a professional applicator like 
Duphill. Our team was able to adhere to ASD's design specifications and include the school's 
name into the main entrance area for the high school pool thanks to Decork's limitless colour 
palette. The primary component of the flooring system is cork, which is recycled from all 
around the world, providing a more environmentally friendly alternative to conventional pool 
decking materials and helping to obtain LEED credits.

With our meticulous application techniques and ability to bring design ideas to life, our 
workforce never fails to astonish and exceed our clients’ expectations. Customer satisfaction is 
a key value for all our projects and we consistently support the project requirements with our 
vast offering of materials, colours, and finishes. Each member of our team greatly contributes 
to our beautiful applications and the team’s unmatched synergy is what separates us from the 
competition as we continue to display amazing work throughout the region.

Completion Date: August 2022

Area Applied: 745 m2

Client: American School of Dubai (ASD)

System: Decork Design



www.duphill.com/municipality-of-grândola-library

Municipality of Grândola Library 

Located within the Setúbal District of Portugal, Grandola is a town and municipality which 
contains a population of just 17,500 in an area of 825.94 km2. The Roman era archaeological 
remains are the most significant in terms of the region's cultural legacy, especially the fish-
salting tanks discovered in Tróia, which date to the beginning of the first century AD. Within the 
region, the newly refurbished library, and municipality archive of Grândola is characterized by 
the group of palm trees that structure the facility previously known as Praça da República. The 
library has undergone renovation on the exterior and interior to include more innovative and 
ecological solutions which offer additional benefits throughout the entire facility and Diasen’s
Diathonite Acoustix was selected for this purpose.

Diathonite Acoustix is an eco-friendly, cork-based thermal plaster system which is spray 
applied in two coats at 1.5cm each, finishing at 3cm. The system was chosen for its thermal 
and porous qualities to allow any sound waves to reach the surface and remain inside the 
system, reducing echoing throughout the facility and improving overall sound quality. 
Diathonite Acoustix is breathable system which supports internal humidity levels and ensures 
that they are properly balanced to prevent the growth of moisture and mold. In addition to the 
first two coats, Argacem HP lime-based transpiring smoothing plaster was applied to ensure 
each surface was less textured and uniform whilst remaining absorbent of sound reverberations 
within each area of the facility. The system is also Class A1 fire rating according to UNI EN ISO 
13501-1. With any prestigious government project we need to ensure the design, sustainability 
and turnaround requirements are met and Diathonite Acoustix was the perfect solution to 
surpass all of the above standards.

Diathonite Acoustix is only one of the many cork-based innovative products which our skilled 
workforce have tested and mastered over our years of applications. The outstanding results 
from this project will continue to astound visitors of the Municipality Library and thanks to our 
premium materials, will continue to benefit the users greatly and encourage a peaceful 
experience upon entrance. Completion Date: April 2022

Area Applied: 7,500 m2

Client: Municipality of Grândola

System: Diathonite Acoustix



www.duphill.com/decorative/campo-das-cebolas

Campo das Cebolas

Situated in the center of the Infante Dom Henrique Avenue, the Campo das Cebolas is located 
in one of the most popular historical areas of Lisbon; a place where different eras of Lisbon's 
history meet. A collective of renowned Portuguese artists and architects were invited to 
decorate and construct new areas within the district including the famous four staircase panels 
by Maria Keil, Carlos Botelho, Júlio Pomar and Alice Jorge, and Sá Nogueira and the new 
underground parking facility by Architect João Luís Carrilho da Graça. All of the new artwork 
and architecture is linked by the Portuguese culture and the relationship with the sea, creating 
an extraordinary mix of history and modernity. The new car parking facility was required to 
obtain the highest sound quality throughout whilst remaining sustainable and eco-friendly. For 
this, Diasen’s Diathonite Acoustix was the perfect solution. 

After preparation of the pre-existing surface, the recycled cork-based acoustic system 
Diathonite Acoustix was applied to over 5000 m2 of the ceilings within the underground car 
park. The system is spray applied in two coats, each 1.5cm in thickness, to enhance the sound 
quality, eliminate echoing and deliver an aesthetically pleasing finish at just 3cm thickness. 
Diathonite Acoustix is extremely breathable and which supports the interior humidity and 
makes sure it is perfectly balanced, preventing the formation of mold and condensation. The 
system is also Class A1 fire rating according to UNI EN ISO 13501-1. The zero-flame 
generation and smoke emission qualities are crucial for area’s with such large mass within 
countries which reach high temperatures and we are delighted to support this project with a 
system which is safe, environmentally friendly and visually impressive.

In an extremely impressive timescale, our highly talented team of craftsmen installed Diathonite
Acoustix throughout the car park and the gorgeous finish of the acoustic system has been 
recognised by many visitors of the facility since. Our commitment to ensuring customer 
satisfaction is unmatched and is considerably enhanced by the effectiveness and accuracy of 
our team members. The superior quality of our products ensures our clients are getting the 
best option on the market to meet their requirements whilst delivering additional benefits to 
surpass their expectations.

Completion Date: January 2022

Area Applied: 5,000 m2

Client: Carrilho da Graça

System: Diathonite Acoustix



SPC & WPC FLOORING



www.duphill.com/blog/arabian-ranches-private-residences

Arabian Ranches – Private 

Residences

Established in 2004, the upmarket gated villa neighbourhood named Arabian Ranches was built 
in Dubai and is situated close to Dubai’s Global Village on Sheikh Mohammad Bin Zayed Road. 
The Arabian Ranches Golf Club and the Dubai Equestrian & Polo Club are just two of the 
various amenities within the community and the area has seen an extreme growth in popularity 
over the years for residents and tourists of the country. To accommodate the demands of small 
to large families, Arabian Ranches offers a selection of freehold villas and town houses with 
two to six bedrooms. The neighbourhood offers its residents a luxurious way of life infused with 
the authenticity of the desert. Owners at Arabian Ranches can live life at their own pace and 
take enjoyment in a journey of discovery away from the busy central city lifestyle.

To support our client’s refurbishment requirements, our workforce installed Stone Polymer 
Composite (SPC) Parquet flooring throughout the Kitchen, Living Room and Dining Room area. 
SPC flooring was the perfect solution for this refurbishment as our client wanted to achieve a 
wooden finish whilst surpassing the common issues which occur from genuine wood when 
placed in hot countries such as the UAE. The high polymer content within the SPC improves 
the strength of the surface and supports the flexibility. This is a crucial element to avoid cracks, 
warping and debonding. SPC contains a multilayered build-up under the surface which ensures 
the flooring is sturdy and offers an acoustic underlay to absorb the general noise throughout 
the residence and improves overall sound quality. SPC is also water resistant and easy to 
maintain.

Our dedicated workforce were able to bring our client’s vision to life in the most seamless, 
stress-free method possible. Offering an array of samples and various options to meet client 
budgets, our attentive specification process allows us to take the weight off your shoulders and 
leave the ins and outs to the professionals. With over a decade of experience within the 
refurbishment and new build sector, our team continue to build the legacy of Duphill through all 
avenues with our breathtaking results and attention to detail.

Completion Date: November 2022

Area Applied: 200 m2

Client: Landlord

System: Stone Polymer Composite (SPC) Parquet



www.duphill.com/decorative/the-pods

The Pods, Bluewaters Island

Situated in the center of Bluewater's Island, near to Ain Dubai, The Pods restaurant offers 
delectable Pan Asian dishes and inventive beverages with distinctive combinations of flavours
and ingredients. With breathtaking views of the Dubai Skyline, The Pod’s menu draws influence 
from a variety of Asian dishes, including miso-marinated black fish, robatayaki grills, rock crab 
with truffle, and real Japanese sushi. Just a few weeks before the establishment opened, the 
name was changed from Botanica to The Pods in order to better serve the many cultures and 
languages present in Dubai. Within the restaurant, twenty-two different-sized pods are located 
in the exterior area. Each pod offering a personalised VIP service and enhancing the nightlife 
within Bluewater’s Island. Our team were honoured to support the construction of this fine 
dining facility and display our niche finishes throughout.

Our experienced craftsmen installed Richmond WPC wooden decking to the entire exterior 
area to meet the design requirements of The Pod’s and to offer various additional benefits. 
Richmond WPC Decking is an extremely durable and very low maintenance decking system, 
vastly incomparable to traditional decking solutions. The polymer embedded mixture separates 
itself from the market and supports the strength of the surface whilst offering additional 
flexibility. The flexibility of a wooden exterior system is crucial for applications within Dubai as 
the high temperatures can encourage cracking, debonding and warping. Our decking system is 
also a sustainable alternative to standard wood flooring as it is recyclable and eco-friendly and 
low carbon. The WPC boards will continue stand the test of time and we are delighted to see 
our beautiful finishes featured in such a prestigious establishment.

Our team of skilled crafstmen consider it a pleasure assisting our clients in realising their visions 
and producing faultless finishes that the endless restaurant visitors will admire as soon as they 
arrive. Every employee within our company contributes to the success of our projects, and we 
have every faith that for many years to come, the New Build & Refurbishment sector will 
continue to value the work we have done throughout the region. The legacy of Duphill will 
continue to grow and prosper with our outstanding results and a driven workforce. Completion Date: April 2022

Area Applied: 250 m2

Client: The Pod’s

System: Richmond WPC Decking



INDUSTRIAL



https://duphill.com/industrial/johnson-health-tech

Johnson Health Tech

Founded in 1975, Johnson Health Tech was built with one mission in mind, to make fitness 
easier. Offering high quality, innovative fitness products worldwide, Johnson Health Tech’s 
specialized expertise separate them from the rest of the market with their ability to find the right 
products for their customers needs. Whether it be Matrix treadmill’s or Synca relaxation 
furniture, the prestigious company pride themselves with their creative initiatives and “yes-we-
can” attitude. Established within the country of Taiwan, Johnsons refreshing approach to 
fitness and wellness equipment continues to provide easy to obtain machinery for full 
commercial facilities through to home gyms around the world. In 2015, Johnson’s success led 
them to expanding their customer reach to the Middle East and within the region, the 
continuously developing company has acquired numerous large warehouses all over the city. 
This includes the newest warehouse within Dubai Investment City and our team were delighted 
to support the flooring works throughout the facility.

Sikafloor 264 SG Epoxy Coating was the flooring system selected for this project to create a 
new seamless surface throughout the entire warehousing unit and to offer countless durability 
benefits. Perfect for withstanding the heavy machinery within the sports equipment facility, 
Sikafloor 264 SG is extremely popular within industrial units due to the hygiene benefits, quick 
application methods and high slip resistance. Within warehousing facilities, daily activities can 
be hindered drastically by issues that occur from flooring works such as contamination, injuries, 
and damage to products.

Based on the specific usage, Duphill performed an extensive evaluation and therefore 
recommended the most feasible option for our clients.  This in turn guarantees longevity of a 
high standard surface whilst supporting our clients commercially. With Duphill’s knowledge and 
experience, our client will continue to reap the benefits of our flooring systems for years to 
come. The new surface throughout our client’s warehouse is sure to boost business 
productivity as it allows the staff members to focus on their day-to-day tasks without the 
disturbance of unsatisfactory flooring. With over a decade of continuous applications, our team 
were able to transform the surfaces with ease and with great results like this, Duphill will 
continue to be recognized as a leader in the industrial refurbishment industry.

Completion Date: April 2022

Area Applied: 1,200 m2

Client: End User

System: Sikafloor 264 SG



Duphill Technical Solutions

Warehouse No. 10

DIP, Dubai

LL: +971 4 551 6591

E: info@duphill.com



Copyright Disclaimer 

This document and the material contained in it is the property of  Duphill and is given to you on the understanding that such material and the ideas, concepts and proposal expressed herein are the 

intellectual property of Duphill and protected by copyright. It is understood that you may not use this material or any part of it for any reason other 

than the evaluation of the document unless we have entered into a further agreement for its use. The document is provided to you in confidence, on the understanding it is not disclosed other than 

those of your employees who need to evaluate it.©
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